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Dear Parishioners, 

As we continue to live with this pandemic and all of its restrictions on our lives, we 

consider how they will impact our observance of the Season of Lent and other feast days 

that are approaching.  We continue to limit our public worship to Sundays only, including 

the Vigil Mass on Saturday.  We will continue to ask you to sign up for Masses and will 

take names and temperatures for as long as we are required being in a “red zone”.  We will 

continue to offer the Daily Mass via live streaming only.  Some parishioners have 

expressed their frustration with these limitations, but the numbers of those infected 

continue to grow and to be a source of grave concern, so I think it is best to stay the course 

and minimize the number of activities that bring us together in larger groups.   

Our religious education program is small.  We have begun having the children meet 

in the hall, socially distanced and wearing masks, for shorter and fewer sessions.  We have 

also offered assistance to parents who wish to home school during the pandemic. 

The Blessing of Throats is a popular devotion done the day after the 

Feast of the Presentation of the Lord, or Candlemas, on the Feast Day of 

St. Blaise February 3rd, or the weekend close to the Feast Day.  This year 

we will offer only the General Form of the blessing, as opposed to the 

individual blessing using the traditional crossed candles.   

During the pandemic we are reminded that 

we should not be touching our own faces, much less the faces of 

others.  This obviously will impact the distribution of ashes on Ash 

Wednesday.  One recommendation from the Vatican is to distribute 

ashes by saying the words “Repent and believe in the Gospel” once 

and then sprinkling the ashes on the top of the head.  Many of us 

have seen on television that this is the norm at the Vatican.  

Another suggestion is to not distribute ashes but rather emphasize 

the meaning of them.  The ashes are but an outward sign of what we hope is an interior 

disposition, a commitment to accept the responsibility and express my sorrow for my sins; 



to turn away from them and to turn towards the Lord.  On Ash Wednesday we will not 

distribute ashes but will encourage at our live streamed Mass and through the bulletin a 

day of prayer and penance, and a sincere effort to make this year’s Lent a work of the heart 

and an opportunity for spiritual growth. 

We are not permitted to have events with food so the “soup” part of our traditional 

Soup and Stations on Fridays in Lent cannot happen.  In line with our efforts at 

minimizing group gatherings will not have the Stations either. 

With his Apostolic Letter “Patris corde” (“With a Father’s 

Heart”), Pope Francis recalls the 150th anniversary of the declaration of 

Saint Joseph as Patron of the Universal Church. To mark the occasion, 

the Holy Father has proclaimed a “Year of Saint Joseph” from 

December 8, 2020, to December 8, 2021.  To mark this Year of St. 

Joseph we will offer a virtual Holy Hour, live streamed only, on the 

Solemnity of St. Joseph, Friday, March 19, 2021 at 7:00 PM.  The Holy 

Hour will include adoration, songs, prayers, and a brief homily. 

The same restrictions on distribution of palms as well as materials 

remain in place this year.  You may recall they impacted Palm Sunday 

last year too.  Although we had purchased the palms, we were not 

allowed to bless them and distribute them.  The same is true still, so we 

will not be distributing palms, our usual “Lenten Giveaway’, or the 

“Little Books”.  There are daily prayer resources available online, at 

DeColores Christian Bookstore in Salem, NH, The Magnificat and 

similar publications, and on apps for a smart phone.   

I hate all these restrictions as I am sure many of you do as well.  We have had to 

sacrifice much because of this pandemic, and I pray for the day when all of this will be 

behind us.  I will be announcing our Holy Week plans as Easter approaches.  Perhaps we 

can all pray and sacrifice during Lent for an end to this virus once and for all, a safe return 

to life as we know it and love it, and for a safe and effective vaccine for all people.   

You are in my daily prayers!  Fr. Chris  

 


